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With love we flourish  

“I have come that you may have life in all its fullness.” John 10:10  

Our Christian vision is the foundation of our school and allows us to:  

• Respect and love everyone for who they are  

• Celebrate and serve our diverse community  

• Nurture a passion for education so everyone can realise their potential  
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At the start of each year and periodically throughout the academic year, we model and 
teach our pupils how to enjoy being in school and how to approach their learning at Phil 
& Jim.  
We ensure pupils know: 

- Our school values and British values 
- They are important and that all staff will talk to them and show actions based on our school values 
- We have high expectations for all they do in school and we expected best effort at all times 
- The learning expectations for their year group  
- Mistakes are a part of the learning process  
- They should take ownership of their learning  
- They should persevere and embrace challenges 
- They can learn from each other via peer to peer talk and assessment 
- They should be proud of their achievements as they develop along their own learning journey 
- To challenge themselves and take risks with their learning 
- They should respond to feedback they are given so they know how to improve, succeed and make 

progress 
- How to explain and/ or show what they have learnt or are learning.  This also means that we 

support pupils to understand the importance of applying key skills in all areas of the curriculum  
- Key learning behaviours across the curriculum  

- How to confidently try to verbalise reasoning and knowledge  
- The importance of producing clearly presented work so their teacher, peers and parents can enjoy 

their work 
 
 

 
We create a climate for learning so that outstanding engagement with the curriculum 
takes place.  
 
  

1. Our teachers thoroughly prepare and plan for their pupils so the knowledge and 
skills they teach can be delivered allowing pupils feel learning is purposeful, clear 
and engaging.  Teachers manage their classrooms so that teaching materials for 
individuals and groups of pupils provide breadth and depth of learning.  

 
In line with our Assessment Policy, teachers use outcomes from previous lessons to judge the starting 

point for learning for each pupil and their readiness to move learning forward independently.  Teachers 
regularly employ a range of appropriate assessment of learning strategies which leads to differentiation in 
the moment and as a result the correct challenge.  
Learning is modelled; careful assessment practices mean that pupils will engage differently with that 

modelling. Effective questioning is used to match the direction of the lesson so that no time is wasted.  
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The teaching cycle or plan might look as follows: 
Release: “Who doesn’t need to work with me?” 

Recall: “Who needs more time from me?” 
Revisiting: How are we doing?” 

Refocus: “I want to remind you about…” 
Review: “How are you doing so far and what do you 

still need to learn?” 
 

 
 

 
 
Focus lesson: teachers make the lesson objective and success criteria clear then model the learning to 

illustrate for the pupils how to approach the new learning. 
Guided instruction: teachers will use assessment for learning strategies including questioning and guided 

modelling to increasing complexity to increase pupil’s responsibility for completing the task.   
Collaborate: teachers will generate and give feedback to tasks designed to enable pupils to provide 

formative assessment information.  
Independent: teachers will generate new tasks so that pupils can apply what they have been taught.   

 
Learning takes place because pupils experience: 

- Clear learning objectives and related success criteria in each lesson. 
- Activities, discussion, questioning, tasks that are designed for them, allowing them to be inspired, 

enthusiastic and motivated. 
- Awe and wonder so that they feel authentic engagement. This might include but is not restricted to 

real life starting points.  
- Material and content which is relevant, appropriate and engaging. This might include but is not 

restricted to, visits, visitors, objects, stories, film clips, images, PowerPoints, real life context, art, 
music 

- Resources which support them to learn and enjoy learning including working walls, concrete 
materials and objects. 

- Celebration of their learning throughout. This includes specific feedback, displays in the classroom, 

displays in public spaces, work shared via class blogs, whole school newsletter, celebration 
assembly. 

 
 

2. Our teachers take a holistic approach to learning and development. They get to 
know their pupils well so their pupils feel safe and are supported and can therefore 
engage in feedback, discussion, questioning and challenge as they progress in their 
learning.  

 

Learning takes place because pupils experience: 
- Appropriate tasks and activities because teachers use assessment information to establish what 

they know and the skills and knowledge that need to be taught next. 
- Immediate feedback opportunities via formative assessment throughout each lesson, which allow 

them to improve their work straight away. 
- Marking that is specific, clear and allows them to improve their work. 
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- Written feedback that is focused and granular.  
- Appropriate work because their teacher’s subject knowledge ensures misconceptions are 

addressed. 
- Appropriate time to answer questions, complete work and improve their work. 

- Discussions with their teacher about their learning. This also includes their teacher asking key 
questions to address any misconceptions, confirm understanding and depth of learning. 

- Opportunities to peer and self-assess their learning. 
 

 
Covid-19  

Pupil Progress Meetings which have taken place this year have also focused on pupils who might have been 
adversely impacted by school closure.  For September 2021, we have identified some pupils who are still 

underachieving in reading, writing and maths and so for those identified pupils, teachers will:  
a) give feedback to them first in each lesson  
b) mark their books first before the rest of the class  

c) ensure morning tasks during Autumn Term relates to writing for at least part of the week   
 

 

 
 


